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About This Game
Vindicator: Uprising is a platform shoot 'em up with pixel graphics and an epic soundtrack. Shoot your way through nine
hardcore action levels with fast, responsive gameplay and unique challenging levels.
The game has specially written orchestral music for each level.
The player character is a special agent for an organization called “The Order” that rules the world in league with the “Angels”.
The Angels are a mysterious ancient race, mercenaries which sought to conquer the earth and made a pact with the emerging
organization. The player discovers the hidden truths that the Order uses for world domination. He then turns against his “Order”
and leads earth’s resistance as a “Vindicator” with his arcane knowledge to oppose the Angels.
This is a new revamped version of Vindicator: Uprising. This version features a more balanced difficulty level, player
achievements and other improvements. The old Windows version can still be downloaded for free at our website.
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AT A GLANCE
Nah Bad!
IN DEPTH
A fairly slick tribute to the 1986 era of NES games all the way to it's simple 64-color design scheme and basic gameplay.
Unfortunately, not exspecially deep. It gets a tentative reccommendation as I would routinely spend $5 to rent a game like this
back when I was in Dinosaur School and would not have regretted playing this.
It's super short too.
If you played these games as kid like I did, expect it to last one afternoon tops.
Other than that, this is a solid "Our First Video Game" and I hope they make more.
The biggest problem is the unreliable jumping physics. There are plenty of places (the dropping platforms in particular) where
you will die simply because the game never registered the landing. This is what "80s hard" really means: the crude programming
meant a lot of cheap deaths. Fortunately, the game eschews checkpoints in favor of unlimited lives. ★☆☆. This was a nice
surprise...
Basically I'll buy most games with zombie in the title; I really like ZOMBIE games ever since Black ops.
Most titles target mugs like me with 'ZOMBIE' knowing I'll buy it... This game is differen't I think they had a discussion 'How
do we make this game differen't from all the other games out there'?
The answer is this....
1: An art style; I love it.
2: The music, it's only cartoony but has the MUSIC OF A MELANCHOLY STORY like 'Walking Dead' or the game 'Left for
dead' (I think) or something where there is no glamour and a certain amount of regret at what they have to do to survive... that
was my impression anyway.
3: It's REALLY GOOD FUN (This game is like sweet and sour, tasty).
Would recommend, really glad to have found a new style of Z game that doesn't dissapoint :)
8.3/10. Watch This! is an interesting game, the idea of a gameshow featuring someone navigating a maze filled with deathtraps
is novel, but Watch This! pulls it off so well.
Running on the Unreal 4 engine, the game looks and sounds incredible, looking almost exactly the same as the screenshots on
the store page. The sound design is fantastic and really sets up the atmosphere of being on a spacestation, metal floors clank as
you walk over them, saws buzzing and spinning at fast speed, screeches of the monsters when they spot you. It's all beautifully
done.
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The maze is somewhat randomly generated, the general layout stays the same but certain objects will move, adding some replay
value, more on this later.
You are given three "lives" and all of the traps, saws, spikes etc. are an instant kill, returning you to the start of the maze.
Monsters will usually kill you in three hits, health can be restored by drinking coffee found around the station however this will
not regenerate lost hearts, although this isn't explained so I drank them anyway so when I really needed the health, there weren't
many more to find. More on this later.
Burgers can be used as bait it seems but normally the monsters don't really seem to care about them, even if I throw them
directly at them, I could be wrong about this but again it isn't explained.
Monsters are pretty silly, but in a good way, you have that weird fish thing, straight out of a horror movie, some sort of evil
cthulhu monster with a TV for a face and these weird zombie things that kind of look like desiccated corpses. The fishy thing is
the worst as his screech is extremely loud and he always gets me because just outta nowhere there's this really loud noise, of
course you'll jump.
You can pickup money from the maze to buy gifts for your family, the game randomly generates you a family at the begginning
of each game. To make them want to let you out of the maze. Some family members are real world celebrities others are
characters out of films and some are entirely random. Some of the combinations are pretty funny, like my father being Vladimir
Putin, my mother being Hilary Clinton, My wife or honey being an alien with three breasts and my son being Kim Jong-Un.
You can also find bonuses and these can help or hinder you in someway, although you can only choose two and you keep these
for the entire game, only picking new ones when you die and start over. There's no real strategy for picking these, they're
flipped over and randomized so it's just down to luck. An option to get rid of one and pick another would be a good addition.
It is a good game as of now and there's only been one patch so far but this is a good example of an EA game. It's got the base
right and now it needs to build up more features and such. Some things are needed such as:
An option to regenerate the maze, playing through the same maze is boring, you start to learn where everything is or will be. A
button to completely regenerate the maze would aid in improving replayability.
The option to turn down the screechs of the monsters, they are incredibly loud and always catch me, and I'm sure others off
guard.
Multiplayer would also benefit this game, maybe make it a who can escape fastest or something, and you can choose if you want
to help, or hinder the other players.
And as I mentioned before, an option to remove one of your bonuses and pick a new one would be good. Maybe you have to pay
$100 and the cost increases each time you do it, making you think about wether you want to swap it out.
Lastly, a tutorial of somesort is needed as the game doesn't explain what the items do or anything like that, and you're left to
work out what stuff does through trial and error.
However, this is still a good game, it just needs time to get the features and the polish done right, and it's cheap at just £2.79.
Overall, I'd give it a solid 8/10.. Nice colors.
* Interesting game.

Gameplay commentary: www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVJ7_tEDFXg. wow such memories from my childhood,
This game is just one word FUN FUN AND FUN HAAHAHA.
I LOVE IT, RIDING IN CARS AND MORE...
IF YOU LOVE CARS JUST BUY THIS GAME
100% RECOMMENDED <3
<3 <3 <3
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nice casual
-clueless, should add tooltip or overlay hint etc. This is a fantastic game. I've played the others in the series and they get better
with each one. If you enjoy a space exploration game you can play in less then 30 minutes, then this is the game for you. The
developer has been great about adding new content on a regular basis.. OF COURSE, IT'S TOO DAMN GOOD. Easily one of
the best animation products to date, imho. I've tried other animation software and albeit, they are good but overly complex.
Spriter is get in and get it done. No wasting time with no steep learning curves. I recommend this program to any indie game
company (or animation studio) that don't have the resources to higher a studio full of animators for their game. One animator
can easily do alot of work with this product.. One of the worst HO games I've ever played. The first one in the series was far
better. Don't buy it at full price. Actually... don't buy it even on sale. It's dull, boring and annoying. Waste of time and money.
Invest your time and resources in something more enjoyable.. got this game for 9 cent. Played for 15 min. Best Money/Time
played ratio ever
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